This paper is concerned with an application of drawing hierarchically structured trees. The tree drawing is applied to an explanation reasoning system. The reasoing is based on synthetic abduction (hypothesis) that gets a case from a rule and a result. In other words, the system searches a proper environment to get a desired result. In order that the system may be reliably related to the amount of rules which are used to get the answer, we visualize a process of reasoning to show how rules have concern with the process. Since the process of reasoning in the system makes a hierarchically structured tree, the visualization of reasoning is a drawing of a hierarchically structured tree. We propose a method of visualization that is applicable to the explanation reasoning system.
Introduction
As widely known, graphs are suitable to represent relations between objects. Especially they are often used in software visualizations that represent some features of programs such as static program structures or traces of executions of programs. In this paper, we apply a drawing of hierarchically structured trees to some visualization of a reasoning system.
We construct an explanation reasoning system based on logic programs. The system gives reasons or cases why the given goal (or result) holds. It is based on the abduction that gets a case from a rule and a result as in [5] . In other words, the system searches a proper environment to get a desired result.
An explanation reasoning system is significant, because it may help us to find out proper information from the large amount of data [11] . Currently, we have so much data that it is difficult to determine the information that we want. The explanation reasoing system may search information to get a desired result (or goal). For example, suppose that we have a problem in our computer, and want to know what is wrong. In this case, the explanation reasoning system will search for a cause of the problem using rules in the system.
However, how can we learn that the system is reliable or not? Although the correctness of the procedure is guaranteed, the reliability of the system is also related to the rules which are used to get what is wrong. Thus, a process of the system reaching the problem status can be an indicator of the reliability. Therefore, we propose to show the process of the reasoning as the way to judge the reliability of the answer.
A reasoning process consists of a hierarchically structured tree which is a tree whose nodes are also trees. The tree is a kind of a clustered graph [4] , but according to [10] , we call it a hierarchically structured tree. In this paper, we argue the drawing method of a hierarchically structured tree in order to visualize a reasoning process in the explanation reasoning system.
A tree is a popular data structure in computer science. Usually, a tree is drawn by the hierarchical approach [1] . There are other visualization methods. Treemap [12] and TennisViewer [8] are typical examples of the visualization methods which draw a tree in 2D.
A tree discussed in this paper is slightly different from the ordinary tree. Its nodes are also a tree. It is a special case of a hierarchically structured graph. A general form of a hierarchically structured graph is given as the higraph [7] . Some drawing algorithms for general use are already presented. Sugiyama et al. give the drawing algorithm to a compound graph which is a hierarchically structured graph that has two kinds of edges [13] . The clustered graph [4] is a hierarchically structured graph whose nodes are also graphs. Raitner provides a library for drawing hierarchically structured graphs [10] .
We propose a new drawing method by applying the characteristic of the explanation system. A process of the explanation reasoning should be represented as a tree of which nodes are also trees. Our proposed method cannot visualize a general hierarchically structured graph, but it can vi-sualize a reasoing process of the explanation reasoing system.
A process of the explanation reasoning is drawn as a combination of the hierarchical approach of graph drawing [1] and circles with inclusion. There are some previous works that draw hierarchically structured graphs with the combination. For example, Sugiyama et al. draw a whole tree as inclusion and a graph in a node using the hierarchical approach of graph drawing [13] . While we draw a whole tree as the hierarchical approach of graph drawing and a tree in a node as inclusion. In our application, since a node is a tree (not a graph), we can draw a node by inclusion. The reasons why we draw a process of the explanation reasoning in such a way are:
• The meanings of the two tree structures are different.
One is caused by procedure calls, and the other is by recursions of a procedure. We would like to use different methods to represent different type of trees.
• A procedure which corresponds to node configures recursions. We think of some inclusion notion as suitable to represent recursion intuitively.
In Section 2, we introduce a procedure of the explanation reasoning. In Section 3, we explain the algorithms of drawing a process of the explanation reasoning and present examples. In Section 4, we give concluding remarks.
The Explanation Reasoning Procedure

Overview
In this paper, we deal with a general logic program which is a set of clauses of the form: The original abductive procedure, which is a basis of the explanation reasoning system, is described in [5] . The procedure is not in general sound with respect to the 2-valued stable model semantics [5] . The correctness of the procedure is guaranteed in 3-valued logic in that it is sound with respect to 3-valued stable models [2, 3, 9] .
The procedure consists of two derivations: a succeeding derivation and a failing derivation. The succeeding derivation aims at a proof for the given goal by SLD-resolution and negation as failure. The failing derivation aims at no proof of the given goal set.
The behaviour of the succeeding derivation is described as follows.
• Step 1: In a succeeding derivation, a positive literal in a goal is replaced by the literal list which is the body of a clause whose head is just the literal. (This is caused by so called SLD-resolution.) • Step 2: If there is a negative literal ∼ l in a goal, a failing derivation for the goal set {← l} is invoked to prove the success of a goal ←∼ l. (Note any negative literal does not become the head of a clause of a general logic program.) If the goal ←∼ l has a proof for the success, it is removed from the goal.
• There is a proof for a given goal if the goal becomes an empty clause by Steps 1 and 2.
• A succeeding derivation from a goal succeeds if the goal is reduced to the empty clause such that there is a proof for a given goal.
The behaviour of the failing derivation is described as follows.
• A failing derivation for the goal set {← l} holds if there is no proof of a goal {← l}. In a failing derivation, we should check all cases of the goals that may have the proof of the goal ← l. Therefore, a failing derivation is invoked for a set of goals.
• Step 1: A positive literal in a goal of the set of goals is replaced by the literal list which is the body of a clause whose head is just the literal. (This is a derivation by SLD-resolution.) If there are more than one clause whose heads are just the literal, we add all goals that are generated by SLD-resolutions to the set of goals.
• Step 2: If there is no clause whose head is a positive literal in a goal g of the set of goals, the goal g is removed from the goal set.
• Step 3:
If there is a negative literal ∼ l in a goal g, a succeeding derivation for the goal ← l is invoked to prove the goal g. If the goal ← l has a proof, the goal g is removed from the goal set.
• There is no proof of {← l} if the goal set becomes an empty set by Steps 1, 2 and 3.
EXAMPLE 1 If there is a propositional logic program:
then the procedure operates on the goal ← A for P 1 as follows.
1. At first, the succeeding derivation is invoked with the goal ← A.
2. By SLD-resolution, the goal is reduced to a goal ←∼ B.
3. Since ∼ B is a negative literal, the failing derivation is invoked with a goal set {← B}.
By the
Step 1 of the failing derivation, the goal set is transformed to a set {← C, ←∼ D}.
5.
Since there is no rule whose head is C, there is no proof of ← C.
6. Since ∼ D of the goal ←∼ D is a negative literal, the succeeding derivation is invoked with a goal ← D.
7. By SLD-resolution, the goal ← D succeeds. Hence there is no proof of the goal ←∼ D.
8. By 6 and 7, there is no proof of the goal set {← B}.
9. It follows that the goal ←∼ B succeeds.
10. Finally the goal ← A succeeds.
A Hierarchically Structured Tree by the Explanation Reasoning Procedure
In this section, we describe the way that presents reasoning processes by the explanation reasoning procedure as a hierarchically structured tree.
The outline of the way is as follows.
• A transition of goals produced by a succeeding derivation is represented as a tree that we call a goal tree.
There is a unique leaf on a goal tree by a succeeding derivation.
• A transition of goals by a failing derivation is represented as a tree that we also call a goal tree. A goal tree for a failing derivation can have several leaves.
• Derivation calls from succeeding and failing derivations make a tree that we call a derivation tree. Nodes of a derivation tree are goal trees and edges are derivation calls between succeeding and failing derivations.
A derivation tree made by the explanation reasoning procedure is a hierarchically structured tree DT = (GT, E), where GT is a set of goal trees and E is a set of edges between goal trees. The depth of a node is defined as the numbers of edges from the root node. The depth of the root node is 0.
A derivation tree is constructed as follows:
• The root node is the goal tree produced by a succeeding derivation from a given goal, since the explanation reasoning procedure starts from a succeeding derivation. There is only one root node for a derivation tree.
• The nodes of the depth 1 are the goal trees produced by failing derivations that are invoked by the succeeding derivation.
• The nodes of the depth 2 are the goal trees produced by succeeding derivations that are invoked by the failing derivations.
• If the nodes of the depth n are goal trees produced by succeeding derivations, the nodes of the depth n+1 are the goal trees by failing derivations.
• If the nodes of the depth n are goal trees produced by failing derivations, the nodes of the depth n+1 are the goal trees by succeeding derivations.
This construction is derived from the procedure represented in [15] .
A derivation tree has the following properties.
• The nodes of the even depth are produced by succeeding derivations.
• The nodes of the odd depth are produced by failing derivations.
These are recursively constructed because in the explanation reasoning procedure, a succeeding derivation invokes failing derivations and a failing derivation invokes succeeding derivations.
Drawing a Process of Explanation Reasoning
A hierarchically structured tree that is produced by the explanation reasoning system is visualized by two methods. A goal tree is drawn as inclusion and a derivation tree is drawn using the hierarchical approach to graph drawing in three-dimensions.
The aim of our visualization is to give the way to check the correctness of the reasoning performed by the explanation reasoning system. There may be two kinds of way to check the correctness: a precise way and an intuitive way. An example of a precise way is to check if all clauses of rules is proper or not. An intuitive way gives a heuristic one that a reasoning is proper. In this paper, we point out some heuristics.
1. If there are many steps in a derivation, the possibility of uses of improper rules may increase, because there are many rules concerned with the derivation.
2. If there is no candidate in a failing derivation, the possibility of incorrectness may increase because there may be cases that are not explicitly described in the rules.
We design a derivation tree to show users the whole structure, and goal trees to show users the complexity of the trees at a glance. We draw a derivation tree using the hierarchical approach to graph drawing in three-dimensions, and a goal tree using circles with inclusions.
There are already some works that draw tree using circles [14] 
Drawing a Goal Tree
A goal tree by a succeeding derivation is represented as a sequence of goals: (G 0 , . . . , G n ). We draw a goal tree as inclusion of circles. The points of our method are as follows:
• G i is represented as a circle.
• A circle for G i includes a circle for G i+1 .
• The centers of G i and G i+1 have the same coordinates, to use space effectively.
The drawing algorithm is constructed in the following. The circle for G i is represented as a triplet (x i , y i , r i ), where (x i , y i ) is the coordinates of the center of the circle and r i is the radius. Then (x i+1 , y i+1 , r 
where the value α is a fixed value for 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. α decides a space between circles. A goal tree caused by a failing derivation is represented as a sequence of goal sets. To draw a goal tree for a failing derivation, we use two methods: one is for a node which has an outgoing branch, the other is for a node which has plural outgoing branches. The method for the former node is the same as the method for a goal tree by a succeeding derivation. The method for the latter node is demonstrated below:
Assume that G is the goal of a node which has plural outgoing branches. g 1 , . . . , g m are nodes that are the destination of the branches. A triplet (x 0 , y 0 , r 0 ) denotes the circle for G. Then (x j , y j , r j ) for g j is:
A goal tree is drawn as concentric circles in the case that there is an outgoing branch. It is on a white background for a succeeding derivation and on a gray background for a failing derivation. We easily know whether a derivation has many steps or not, by the complexity of concentric circles at a glance. We also learn a goal tree for which the derivation is made by the background colour of the tree.
Drawing a Derivation Tree
The points of a method for drawing a derivation tree are as follows:
• A derivation tree is drawn using the hierarchical approach to graph drawing in three-dimensions.
• A node is drawn as a plane in which the corresponding goal tree is drawn. We call a plane to be a paper.
The algorithm of calculating coordinates of a node of a derivation tree is constructed. A triplet (x 
The value β and r are fixed values. β decides a space between the depth d and the depth d + 1. The value r is concerned with a space between papers which have the same parent.
Examples
We show two examples one of which is simple and the other is more complicated. We explain the detail of the visualization using the simple example.
EXAMPLE 2 There is a propositional logic program:
Given ← A as a goal, the explanation reasoning system is shown in Figure1. Figure 2 is the root node of the tree as in Figure 1 . Figure 3 is the node for the failing derivation from a goal ← C. The background colour of each node represents the sort of derivation: it is white for a succeeding derivation and gray for a failing derivation. A light gray circle means that it invokes a derivation. A dark gray circle means that the corresponding goal holds. As well, a black circle means that there is no proof to the corresponding goal. In this example, we know a goal ← A succeeds since the innermost circle for the root node is dark gray. By this figure, we can know that the root derivation has many steps, where the failing derivation for a goal ← C is complex and the failing derivations for goals ← D, ← I, ← L are simple. Figure 4 shows the figure for a complicated reasoning. This reasoning is performed on a rule that is produced at random.
EXAMPLE 3
Discussion
We can prove that the proposed visualization method draws all transitions of goal and a derivation tree for the explanation reasoning procedure, because there is a one-toone relation between the explanation reasoning procedure and the drawing process. The detail of the proof is out of the scope of this paper.
The advantages of the visualization method are:
• A derivation tree shows the structure of derivation calls.
• A goal tree is represented in a node of a derivation tree.
We can see how complicated each derivation is.
• We can easily distinguish a derivation tree and a goal tree because of the way of visualization : a derivation tree is drawn as the hierarchical approach of graph drawing and a goal tree is drawn by inclusions of circles.
• The result of reasoning can be found in the root node.
We can easily learn whether the given goal holds or not, by looking at the root node.
• If we want to investigate the details of a derivation, we can scale up the node and check the derivation. 
